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ALPHA - LENA - BIFURCATION

RENDERED BIOLOGY

The separation of a whole into parts allows for the dissection of the process. An understanding of how the break from the
nexus occurred, what purpose the fracture held, and what the process means for the resulting fragments. A rationalized
understanding of not only the beginning and the end, but also for the space in-between, the threshold.
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RED - LYOT - WAVERING IDENTITY

HESITANT MONOMANIA

A lost boy stranded in the wilderness of an oppressive society. The lack of balance in one’s heart gives way to an unyielding
sense of illogical hope. Distant memories provoke a prosthetic identity, one that has been curated through the minds of
outsiders, neglected somewhere in the red forest. Lacking in legibility, on purpose?
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TERRA - HASSELL - ARTIFICIAL MILIEU

VEILED

The temporal realm has fostered a society that is dependent on the contextual environment in order to find success, but is
fueled through selfish desires with superficial motives. A collective mind operating under the pretense of advancement. This
is what the world is, was, and always will be until the dogmatic nature of humanity is removed from the helm.
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JUPITER - JUNO - CONCEALED LANGUISH

GEOMETRIC SUFFERING

External agony is never sufficient for humanities’ primordial urge to feel pain, to have unwarranted emotion inflicted without
consent. Genuine apathy for life begins, and heightens exponentially, internally, in one’s mind. The struggle to grow distant
from self-inflicted disdain is perpetual, often times resulting in an overwhelming urge to flee this physical and temporary
home.
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MARS - SUBSURFACE - EXTRAMUNDANE THRESHOLDS

BOUNDED SPACE

The concept of hierarchically distinguishing spaces through an intermediary division is rudimentary and terrestrial. On the
surface, a boundary is a physical separation manifested by humanity with the intent to instill a sense of order. This heretical
definition leads to the conclusion that a threshold maintains little consequence within the cosmos as a whole.
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DAVID - SKIN - CALCULATED ANOMIE

AUTOMATON

The world deserves an appropriate amount of animosity, a generated level of depression. To whom this is directed, and who
makes that decision is a mystery. Nonetheless, the requirement for the negative to balance out the positive remains, unfazed
by hopeful aspirations and nostalgic dreams.
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BITTER - #FF00FF - PINK

FEAR

A simple statement of color. An untaught urge towards self-identification, misinterpreted by society. An aesthetic that yearns
to be basic, but by nature is impulsive and bold. A color that wants one to understand, rather than to judge. A branch from the
tree of design that needs to be performative, make a guest feel what it is like to sweat.
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ARGENTINA - DISTANT - LEAKING MOONLIGHT

INKED

The nocturnal hours are often discarded to the post credits scene, having to religiously observe daylight steal the show. The
little amount of light that perseveres throughout the night is unanimously made the focal point, never allowing darkness to
have its moment. The constant stream of luminance pouring out from the moon will eventually fade, as nightfall was never
its origin.
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OMEGA - KUJA - SUFFOCATING PALAVER

ILLUMINATED NIGHTMARES

Every end has a beginning, two distinctive qualitative measures. The in-between is what is forgotten, a jungle of complex
emotions and objects that refuse to glow in the dark. Those who find a way to breathe without Oxygen define the future. They
find out what it means to be phosphorescent. They discover the feeling of what it is like to not have fun anymore.

